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Based in Canada, the Morris and Rosalind Goodman Family Foundation (MRGFF) is 
committed to strengthening and building capacity in society.  The Foundation identifies 
social gaps in North America and Israel and endeavors to create meaningful change 
through strategic investments. Education, both experiential and formal have been 
identified as key factors in building a more just and equitable society.  �

SUMMER CAMPS ISRAEL  

MRGFF has made a bold financial and operational 

investment in overnight camp for kids ages 

11-16 , identifying  it as a gap in opportunity in 

the Israeli summer landscape.

Multi week overnight camp is an underdeveloped 

sector in Israel and is an unknown structure to 

most parents.

Overnight camp has the availability to reduce 

social gaps, encourage resiliency, leadership and 

inclusion and introduce young people to the 

concept of Jewish peoplehood.

Underlying concerns from a summer without 

organized activity  are decreased academic 

performance, higher potential for risky behavior 

and social isolation.

A Forum for Summer Camps Israel has been 

established for all organizations offering a 10 

night experience.

“Walk In Their Shoes”
   A Campaign for Change 

The two projects highlighted exemplify the strategic approach 
that the Foundation has taken in recent years in Israel.

Israelis of Ethiopian descent have been impacted by 

challenges which have limited their social mobility. 

MRGFF identified higher education at top - rated 

universities as key to breaking social barriers and 

providing role models for those who follow. 

MRGFF has partnered with Hebrew University and 

Tel Aviv University to expand the number of Israeli 

students of Ethiopian descent enrolled in all faculties. 

A multi level approach is necessary to introduce high 

school students to the potential of a university 

education, o!er support assist in meeting entrance 

requirements and provide resources to ensure comple-

tion of undergraduate and undergraduate studies. 

Hundreds of students will benefit.

Along with working with partner funders to raise funds 

we will travel to Ethiopia in February 2023 alongside 

Israelis of Ethiopian descent who will tell their stories 

and celebrate what we have achieved together so “lace 

up your sneakers and join us”. 


